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Abstract—EcoPlex is an infrastructure that enables simple
wireless platforms to participate seamlessly in a feature-rich,
wireless ad hoc network. EcoPlex consists of gateways that are
responsible for handoff support for mobility and high data
rate without burdening the simple nodes to implement multihop protocols. The gateways also create virtual identities for
simpler nodes to enable their participation in the feature-rich
network without adding complexity to them. We demonstrate
the feasibility of this idea with the ultra-compact wireless sensor
platform called Eco to participate as virtual nodes in a fully
general ZigBee network. Experimental results show EcoPlex to be
efficient and scalable. The enhanced mobility and interoperability
are added to the Eco platform at the infrastructure level, all with
minimal node complexity.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Low-cost, ultra-compact wireless systems are becoming an
increasingly important part of mobile and ubiquitous computing. By ultra-compact, we mean a complete wireless system
on the order of 1 cm3 or smaller including battery, antenna,
microcontroller unit (MCU), radio, I/O, and possibly storage.
This is in contrast to conventional handheld devices (cell
phone, MP3, and motes), which are 2–3 orders of magnitude
larger. Table I shows a size comparison. The small size means
they are less intrusive to deploy, while low cost means they
are amenable to many more applications. However, to be truly
low cost and small, they must be resource-constrained and thus
can afford to implement only bare-essential features.
Interoperability with full-featured standard protocols is often sacrificed as a non-essential feature, especially because
it often imposes extra burden on the hardware and software.
Interoperability is desirable and powerful, because it enables
the user to leverage and compose existing systems without
having to re-invent the solutions. For example, it would be very
powerful if every wireless sensor node implemented a TCP/IP
stack, but this is simply not the case due to high overhead. To
achieve interoperability without burdening the compact nodes,
we propose adding support at the infrastructure level. To
demonstrate the feasibility of this idea, we developed EcoPlex,
a network of gateway nodes to enable these compact nodes
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TABLE I
S IZE COMPARISON OF MOBILE AND UBIQUITOUS DEVICES . A LL INCLUDE
BATTERY.

System
Name
Eco
µPart
Bluetooth ear.
iPod Shuffle
Telos rev.B
Mica2DOT
Mica2

Size
(cm3 )
1
2–4
1.9
6.17
38
10
50

prog. size
or flash
4 KB
64 words
n/a
4 GB
48 KB
128 KB
128 KB

features
included
antenna, accelerometer
sensor, no antenna
earphone, microphone, ant.
music player, no RF, no ant.
sensor, chip antenna
dep. on sensor module
dep. on sensor module

to participate in full-featured networks by creating virtual
identities and supporting roaming.
A. Case Study: ZigBee
ZigBee is a standard for wireless sensor networks (WSNs).
It is possibly the most popular among researchers due to its
support for ad hoc mesh networking. ZigBee is a networking
layer on top of IEEE 802.15.4, which is a medium access
control (MAC) protocol based on carrier sense, multiple access
with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA). Although 802.15.4 is
indeed relatively simple, ZigBee is quite feature-rich. ZigBee
defines profiles for several application classes, including lighting control, media control, security alarm, automated meter
reading, healthcare, etc. The typical code size of a ZigBee
stack is 64–100 KB, which might seem trivial for generalpurpose computers, but it is quite high or even prohibitive for
many cost-sensitive applications. In fact, a typical “ZigBeeready” platform such as Telos Revision B [1] contains 48 KB
of program memory, barely enough for the ZigBee stack, let
alone any operating system or application code. As a result,
researchers either implement only a subset of these protocols
or sacrifice interoperability by building their own, lighterweight stacks.
Besides interoperability on homogeneous hardware, interoperability between heterogeneous platforms may be important
or necessary. On the high end, one may want ZigBee to be
integrated into IP networks. At the personal area network level,
interoperability with Bluetooth or Z-Wave may be desirable.
For example, a ZigBee application may need to input data
from a Bluetooth-only device or to output commands to a Z-

TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF W IRELESS PAN T ECHNOLOGIES

Type
Wibree
Z-Wave
ZigBee
Bluetooth

Stack size
4–16KB
10–32KB
64–128KB
128KB

Network
Pt-to-Pt, Star
Mesh
Mesh, Star
Star (piconet)

Target application class
low-energy Bluetooth
home automation/control
wireless sensor network
PC/phone peripheral

Wave-only device for home control and automation. Besides
Bluetooth and Z-Wave, it may be more effective for a ZigBee
network to incorporate data from other non-ZigBee platforms
with better size, data rate, or power considerations. For example, µPart [2] and Eco [3] are two ultra-compact wireless
sensor platforms on the order of 1–4 cm3 including battery
and antenna, but their respective program memory sizes are 64
words (not KB) and 4 KB, or 1–2 orders of magnitude smaller
than ZigBee. The small form factor enables new applications
such as infant monitoring, user interface devices, consumer
behavior tracking, etc. End users care about using the right
solution that satisfy their constraints, and most would not
care about the actual protocol as long as the platforms are
interoperable.
B. Contributions and Paper Organization
The main contribution of this work is to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the infrastructure approach that supports interoperability and roaming. We choose ZigBee as the complex
standard and Eco as the compact platform for our study.
EcoPlex extends ZigBee networks by adding not only the link
layer to Eco nodes but also presenting them logically as nodes
in the ZigBee network. For the nodes to work with EcoPlex,
we develop EcoMAC, a lightweight, pulling style protocol
that is suitable for highly resource-constrained sensor nodes
such as Eco. The roaming support adds mobility to relatively
simple nodes within the coverage area and can enable complex
nodes to perform high-bandwidth communication that would
otherwise be infeasible if relayed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the related works. Section III provides the background
on an Ethernet-ZigBee gateway we have previously built, an
overview of the ZigBee protocol, and a description of Eco.
Section IV details our system design. Section V presents the
experimental results. Section VI concludes with a discussion
of future work.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
A. Wireless PAN Technologies
Table II shows a comparison of some popular wireless
personal area network (PAN) technologies available for mobile
and ubiquitous computing. ZigBee and Z-Wave are two similar
wireless technologies with overlapping target applications.
They are both mesh networking protocols: nodes in a ZWave network are divided into Controllers, Routing Slaves,
and Slaves, which correspond to Coordinators, Routers, and
End Devices in ZigBee. Z-Wave targets home automation and

control applications; ZigBee was initially motivated by WSNs
but ended up also including home control and automation as a
target. The code size of a Z-Wave stack is about 10–35 KB on
8-bit MCUs, about 1/2 to 1/3 the size of ZigBee ones for the
same type of MCU (e.g., 8051). Due to the simpler protocol
stack and smaller code size, Z-Wave chips that integrate the
MCU, RF, and I/O can be made smaller and lower cost than
ZigBee ones.
Bluetooth is the most well established among them and
the most heavyweight. Bluetooth can be found in most cell
phones, laptop computers, keyboards, and earpieces. Bluetooth
is a master-slave protocol, where nodes form a star network
called piconet with the master, and multiple piconets can form
a scatternet. Bluetooth modules are often implemented with a
32-bit embedded processor. To be competitive in the mobile
and ubiquitous space, Bluetooth Low Energy Technology, also
known as Wibree, has been proposed as a simple subset of the
upcoming Bluetooth 3.0 standard. The hardware will consume
lower energy, deliver higher data rate of up to 2 Mbps, and
the protocol stack complexity will be a fraction of Z-Wave.
Interoperability of these protocols with other protocols has
primarily been TCP/IP, in the form of 6LoWPAN (IPv6
over Low Power Wireless Personal Area Networks) [4] over
802.15.4, and IP over Bluetooth. However, currently there
is no interoperability among these wireless protocols except
between Wibree and Bluetooth 3.0. IP interoperability would
be highly desirable, as each node would be made accessible
by any computing system that speaks TCP/IP. Cooper [5]
and Shon [6] each implemented a subset of TCP/IP protocol stack to allow TCP/IP communication with embedded
devices, while two embedded TCP/IP stacks, LwIP and uIP,
are proposed by Dunkels [7]. However, implementation of a
TCP/IP protocol stack comes at a high price for these resourceconstrained nodes, which find even the ZigBee stack to be too
heavyweight. To enable interoperability without burdening the
nodes, we propose to implement the interoperability feature at
the infrastructure level.
B. Infrastructure
Infrastructure support is an important part of many wireless
system deployments, even for mesh networks that are supposed
to operate without centralized control. For instance, in the
WSN literature, the Extremes Scaling Network [8], the James
Reserve Extensible Sensing System [9], and the Great Duck
Island [10] deployments are examples where tiered network
organization enabled greater spatial scale and increased network capability. Rhee et al [11] describes the design of a
tiered network for increasing the lifetime of the entire network.
Lynch et al [12] discusses tiered networks for structural health
monitoring. The Tenet architecture by Gnawali et al [13]
simplifies application development and results in a generic
mote tier networking subsystem that can be reused for a
variety of applications, all without significant loss of overall
system efficiency. These tiered networks effectively provide
infrastructure support that enables nodes to be simpler, but
the nodes are homogeneous in terms of wireless protocol in a

given tier, and they assume the nodes to be stationary rather
than mobile.
C. Heterogeneous Networks
Previous works have considered vertical interoperability
where a higher-tier network provides a bridge to the fully
general network, but few if any work considers horizontal
interoperability within a given tier. Dunkels at el proposes an
adaptive communication architecture for wireless sensor networks [14]. They notice the same problem that various sensor
network protocols have been proposed, but existing communication architectures for sensor networks are not designed for
this heterogeneity. They design an adaptive communication
architecture that enables users to write the applications without
knowing the underlying protocols. However, the adaptive communication architecture acts as a virtual machine that runs on
top of the sensor nodes. Moreover, it achieves interoperability
by increasing node complexity and thus may be difficult for
highly resource-constrained nodes.
D. Roaming Support
Roaming support has been proposed and is in use in many
wireless networks, including Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth. Most published
works on handoff algorithms have been done for Bluetooth.
In George et al [15], the authors discuss three soft handoff
methods. In these methods, the base stations can measure
the relative received signal strength (RSSI). When the RSSI
drops below the threshold, the base station initiates the handoff
procedure. Mobile Bluetooth Public Access (mBPAC) handoff
protocol [16] is a hard handoff algorithm, where the base
station and Bluetooth devices periodically poll each other to
check the existence of the link. If the link is disconnected,
then the base station requests the nearby base stations to page
the Bluetooth device through a wired network. ZigBee relies
on ad hoc networking capability to obviate handoff support,
but it does so adaptively without planning or consideration
for continued communication, and therefore the latency or
interruption may be long.
III. BACKGROUND AND P ROBLEM
This section first provides a background on the system
platforms that we have constructed as a basis for the proposed
EcoPlex system, including an Ethenet-ZigBee gateway called
EZ-Gate and the ultra-compact wireless sensor node called
Eco. Based on these platforms, we give the problem statement
for EcoPlex, including the design objectives and metrics for
evaluation.
A. EZ-Gate
EZ-Gate [17] is an Ethernet-to-ZigBee gateway that we
have developed. As the name implies, it bridges between a
ZigBee PAN and TCP/IP over Ethernet. The Gateway has
an architecture similar to a consumer-grade Wi-Fi/Ethernet
router, except that it supports ZigBee instead. EZ-Gate is an
embedded Linux computer with ample flash and RAM for

Fig. 1.

The fully assembled EZ-Gate board.

running user applications. The hardware consists of the gateway main board and the RadioPulse LM-2400 module. The
gateway main board contains a RETI ARM9-based broadband
network processor with an integrated 10/100-base/T Ethernet
port, a PCI host bridge, ATA133 IDE controller, USB 2.0
root hub, a security cryptographic co-processor engine, and
several multimedia I/O interfaces. It has 64 MB of DDR RAM
and 256 MB of flash memory for the file system. For the
radio module, the RadioPulse LM-2400 module contains an
integrated 8051 MCU+RF system-on-chip. We programmed
it with a full ZigBee Coordinator stack, and thus it serves
as a ZigBee coprocessor to the ARM9. In addition, we have
developed graphical user interface (GUI) tools for the users to
manage EZ-Gates and ZigBee nodes. A photo of the EZ-Gate
board is shown in Fig. 1.
A ZigBee network consists of three types of participants:
ZigBee Coordinators (ZC), Routers (ZR), and End Devices
(ZED). EZ-Gate implements the Coordinator and Router roles.
A Coordinator serves as the root of the PAN and may bridge
to other PANs. A Router acts as an intermediary node that
routes data from other devices within the same network. An
End Device is a leaf node and can communicate only with its
parent node, which may be either the Coordinator or a Router.
Messages from an End Device are relayed by its parent node
to another End Device. In addition, ZigBee devices must agree
on a profile in order to communicate with each other.
B. Eco Wireless Sensor Platform
Eco is an ultra-compact wireless sensor platform and consists of Eco nodes and base stations. An Eco node is 1 cm3
in volume and weighs under 2 grams, including a custom
Lithium-polymer battery and a chip antenna. The battery can
be charged in the system. An Eco base station is a transceiver
module that provides an uplink for the Eco nodes to the host
computer or a gateway. Several versions of the base station are
available, including one with a Fast Ethernet interface, USB
2.0 interface, and UART interface. For the purpose of this
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Eco wireless sensor node (a), (b), and (c).

C. Problem Statement
The problem statement of this work is to develop infrastructure support for two purposes: Eco-ZigBee interoperability
and roaming. The first is to enable Eco nodes to appear
in a ZigBee network purely by infrastructure support. The
only modifications are to augment the EZ-Gates with Eco
base station modules and to modify EZ-Gate and base station
software. Each Eco node is to be connected to a base station in
a star topology, while ZigBee nodes should be able to discover
them, communicate, and form mesh networks with them just
like any other ZigBee End Devices. To enable roaming of Eco
nodes, the EZ-Gates are to negotiate and perform handoff for
the best possible link quality.
The objectives are as follows. First, the interoperability
support should incur minimal or no modifications to the
hardware and software of Eco and ZigBee nodes, while the
base station and EZ-Gate can afford to implement most or
all of the protocol complexity. Second, overhead incurred by
handoff support should be minimized. Another way of stating
the second objective is to maximize the available, sustainable
bandwidth for user payload, even during the handoff process,
as well as minimizing the latency of communication.
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Fig. 3.

work, we chose the USB version. Photos of the Eco platform
are shown in Fig. 2.
Both the Eco node and base station use integrated MCU+RF
SoCs based on Nordic’s ShockBurst protocol in the 2.4 GHz
band, though it is incompatible with IEEE 802.15.4 used
by ZigBee. The base station can be programmed to run
autonomously without step-by-step intervention from the host
computer. However, the small form factor means resources
are constrained. The Eco node contains 4 KB of RAM shared
between program and data, while the base station contains 2
KB of data RAM and 16 KB of program flash. The scarcity of
resource means these nodes cannot afford to implement complex networking protocols, as most of the available memory
should be devoted to the application.

nRF24LU1
Eco Control-BTS

System structure.

IV. T ECHNICAL A PPROACH
This section describes our technical approach to enabling
simple nodes to participate in full-featured networks and
roaming via infrastructure support. Our approach is divided
into several levels of abstraction: multi-radio gateway, data
link and media access control, tiered network organization,
creation and bookkeeping of virtual identities, and handoff
support.
A. Multi-Radio Gateway
In our terminology, a gateway refers to an embedded computer that performs routing and handles complex protocols,
whereas a base station is a simpler concept that transmits
or receives wireless packets on behalf of another computer,
possibly a gateway. Therefore, a gateway may actually contain
multiple base stations of same or different types. At the
hardware level, the first step towards interoperability is to
add the radio transceivers needed. Our EZ-Gate platform
already includes the RadioPulse module for supporting ZigBee
protocol processing, 802.15.4 MAC, and RF. To support Eco,
we attach two Eco base stations to EZ-Gate’s USB port. One
common reason for two transceivers instead of one is that
each radio is half duplex, and two radios make it full duplex.
In this case, our reason for using two transceivers per gateway
is to dedicate one public channel to shared control of nodes
between gateways and one private channel for intra-gateway
use with its nodes. The architecture of the gateway is shown
in Fig. 3.
B. Link Layer: Pulling
Our approach to keeping the resource-constrained nodes
as simple as possible is to adapt a pulling1 protocol named
EcoMAC. That is, simple nodes act as passive thin servers,
1 Some readers may ask if we mean polling instead of pulling. The purpose
of polling is to check the status of a device or a flag in shared memory
as a condition for executing an action. Pulling, on the other hand, is a
communication style where the client requests and the server replies.
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Network structure of EcoPlex.

while larger nodes such as gateways act as fat clients that actively pull data from them. This is in contrast to pushing style
protocols, where nodes actively transmit data either during
assigned time slots or after checking channel availability. Pushing may seem more intuitive, as it allows nodes to make their
own decisions on communication and power management; in
perfect communication, it uses only the necessary bandwidth
and nothing extra. However, uncoordinated multiple access
with pushing can result in collision. Moreover, if reliable
communication is required, then nodes would still need twoway traffic by returning an acknowledgment message. On the
other hand, pulling is very simple to implement, requires no
time synchronization, and can implement reliable transmission, since a pulling message can be used effectively as a
NACK – by pulling the previous packet again. EcoMAC is
based on the EcoDAQ [18] protocol.
C. Tiered Network Organization
As a superset of a ZigBee network, EcoPlex generalized
the tierd network structure. The lower-tier network consists of
ZEDs and Eco nodes over wireless links. They communicate
with each other or with EZ-Gates, which form the mid-tier
network. The top-tier network of EcoPlex consist of Lookup
Servers, which are analogous to a dynamic domain name
server (DNS) for the Internet, for tracking the association of
nodes with gateways. Lookup Servers are used for routing data
messages and handoff. Although the current implementation
assumes one Lookup Server, there can be multiple Lookup
Servers, making it possible to do distributed processing and
thus be scalable to large networks without a central bottleneck.
The top-tier and mid-tier networks are assumed to be two
separate but bridged Ethernet networks. The network structure
of EcoPlex is shown in Fig. 4.
D. Virtual Identity
To enable simple nodes to participate in the full-featured
network, our approach is for the infrastructure to create and
maintain virtual identities for them as well as routing messages

for them. For each Eco node that joins the EcoPlex network,
we allocate a unique ZigBee address. However, an identity is
more than just a unique network ID, because each ZigBee node
can implement several endpoints or logical devices. A typical
ZigBee node therefore maintains a list of ZigBee-defined
data structures called descriptors, each of which specifies the
node’s capabilities and roles in a given ZigBee profile (i.e.,
application class). To reduce burden on the Eco nodes, we
make each Eco node maintain only a bitmap, rather than
the descriptors themselves, to indicate which endpoints that
it implements. The gateway then expands the bitmap into the
full ZigBee descriptor on behalf of the Eco node. All other
states pertaining to each Eco node are maintained in a database
by the Lookup Server.
An Eco node is almost always passive, except when it needs
to join the EcoPlex network. In that case, it will actively
transmit a Join-Request message on the control channel.
Those gateways that hear this request will synchronize with
the Lookup Server, which will allocate a new node ID if one
has not already been assigned to the node previously and
appoint one of the gateways to be the initial owner. During
normal operation, each gateway operates in promiscuous mode
to snoop and receive packets that could be destined to any of
its Eco nodes or ZigBee nodes, and it routes the packets to the
destined node. Packets generated by an Eco node and destined
to a ZigBee device are translated by the node’s owner gateway
and transmitted on behalf of the node, and vice versa.
E. Roaming Support
Our approach to roaming support can be divided into state
maintenance, link-quality tracking, and handoff coordination.
Roaming requires the infrastructure to keep track of the
gateways involved. To decide whether to perform a handoff,
the infrastructure keeps track of the packet loss statistics. In
case multiple nodes need to undergo the handoff process, the
infrastructure enforces serialization, both for consistency and
to prevent collision. To decide which of the candidate gateways
will be selected, the gateways coordinate with each other based
on link quality, load balancing, bandwidth availability, and
other considerations. Then, they synchronize their decision
with the Lookup Server. The steps of the handoff process are
as follows.
First, in normal state, each gateway periodically measures
the link quality. As the link quality deteriorates, the gateway
asks the node to increase its transmission power if possible.
When the link quality drops below the threshold, the gateway
sends a Handoff-Request message to the Lookup Server to
initiate the handoff. In the mean time, the node continues
its regularly scheduled data transmission. After the gateway
receives a Handoff-Response message from the Lookup
Server, it sends a Handoff-Start message to the Eco node
to start the handoff process. The Eco node may also lose
connection with this gateway, in which case it would attempt
rejoining any gateway that can hear it. The Lookup Server
selects the gateway that has the best link quality from a list
of candidates.
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Parameter
Number of replied packets
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V. E VALUATION
This section presents experimental results to show effectiveness of EcoPlex. Not only should EcoPlex work correctly
for handoff and virtual identity features, but it should also
perform well in terms of four objectives: data throughput,
handoff latency, load balancing, and code size. We also discuss
potential issues with the current implementation and possible
solutions.
A. Experimental Setup
Our experimental setup consists of both Eco and ZigBee
sensor nodes and EZ-Gates. Due to the limited number of EZGates available at the time of this writing, we created substitute
EZ-Gates with laptop computers running Linux 2.6.15 with
attached Eco and ZigBee transceivers in the same way they are
attached to EZ-Gates. For all practical purposes, these laptops
perform identically to EZ-Gates. One of the laptops runs the
Lookup Server. We configure the default RF transmission for
10 dBm, rather than the usual 0 dBm. The reason is that a
lower power level enables EcoPlex to be much more sensitive
to the relative distance of the Eco nodes to the gateways.
To measure the timing accurately at each stage, we use the
Tektronix TDS2024B oscilloscope [19] that features 200 MHz
bandwidth, 4 channels, and a sampling rate of up to 2:0GS/s
in real time.
B. Throughput and Latency
1) Stationary Nodes: Fig. 7 shows the average data
throughput while nodes are stationary. The payload length
of one RF packet is 27 bytes, of which 23 bytes are used
as the actual data field for user applications. Therefore, we
individually discuss the data throughput in terms of 23 bytes
and 27 bytes. We vary the number of reply packets per pull
and measure the results in a highly controlled environment
with no packet loss. The achievable data throughput is

Fig. 6. A substitute gateway node implemented with a Linux laptop equipped
with two transceivers for experimental setup.



for two reply packets per pull, 38:33 kbits/s (23-byte
payload) and 45 kbits/s (27-byte payload)
 for three reply packets per pull, 43:12 kbits/s (23-byte
payload) and 50:625 kbits/s (27-byte payload)
The data throughput of EcoMAC is higher than that of a
CSMA-style MAC (29.65 kbits/s) and slightly lower than
that of a TDMA-style MAC (53.456 kbits/s) [18]. We can
further improve the data throughput to 52:571 kbits/s (23-byte
payload) and 61:71 kbits/s (27-byte payload) by increasing
the number of reply packets per pull to 10. However, the
round-trip time of pulling all nodes also increases with the
number of reply packets. The round-trip time of pulling all
nodes increases linearly with the number of nodes. In addition,
the round-trip time also increases linearly with the number of
replied packets as shown in Fig. 8. Excessively long round-trip
time may decrease the sensitivity of handoff detection. If the
mobility is high, then the mobile may miss the best timing for
handoff while waiting during the round trip time. Currently,
we choose 2 or 3 replies per pull for high sensitivity of handoff
detection. If the command packet is lost, the base station will
perform retransmission by software. The extra delay for each
retransmission is about 12 ms, and the long delay will decrease
the data throughput significantly as shown in Fig. 9.
2) Mobile Nodes: Fig. 10 shows the data throughput for
mobile nodes while several nodes in the same PAN need
handoffs at the same time. When only one node needs to
perform handoff, the data throughput decreases slightly due to
the overhead of handoff handling on the base station. In case
multiple nodes need handoff, the aggregate data throughput
can still be approximated with that for the case of one-
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Handoff time vs. command loss

a node to receive a Handoff-Response message from the
Lookup Server is relatively short, about 15 ms. However, if
there are five other nodes in a given PAN waiting for handoff,
then the waiting time for the 6th node is about 345 ms.
The Lookup Server permits the nodes of different PANs to
broadcast and initiate handoff at the same time, so that each
node does not need to wait for nodes in other PANs to begin
handoff.
1) Total Handoff Time: The total handoff time is the duration from the time a node broadcasts 10 packets on the public
channel (for link quality test) until the time it successfully
switches to the new gateway. The channel reconfiguration
time consumes about 200 µs. Fig. 11 shows that EcoPlex
exhibits fast handoff. The shortest total handoff time is about
33:5 ms in the best case and 48:5 ms in the worst case,
since the handling time for 10 broadcast packets varies from
15 ms to 30 ms. The handoff time of EcoMAC is close
to that of Bluetooth, which is around 15 ms, and this is
rather competitive. However, for each control message lost
during handoff, it incurs 12 ms of extra delay for each
retransmission in purely software implementation. Hardware
support for acknowledgment and retransmission can cut the
delay to 250 µs (48 speedup) using the Enhanced Shockburst
MAC, which is used in the next generation prototype of the
Eco node.
2) Timing Breakdown: Fig. 12 shows a breakdown of the
time consumed by each stage of the handoff process. The time
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larger than our code size and exceeds the size of Eco’s total
EEPROM capacity (4096 bytes).
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Number of nodes a gateway can handle over different data rates.

can be divide into two main parts: handoff-waiting time and
handoff time The handoff-waiting time is measured with the
assumption that no other nodes are undergoing handoff at that
time. Therefore, the Lookup Server can immediately respond
to the handoff request. Otherwise, the handoff-waiting time
will become the bottleneck.
3) Scalability: Fig. 13 shows the maximum number of
nodes that an Eco base station can handle at different data
rates. If each node samples data every 5 ms, then a base
station can handle up to 24 nodes if each node replies with two
packets per pull; and up to 27 nodes for three reply packets
per pull. As the sampling rate decreases, the number of nodes
each base station can handle is up to 48.
D. Code Size
The total firmware size on our Eco node in EcoPlex is 2504
bytes, where 1084 bytes are taken up by the drivers for RF
send/receive, SPI read/write, ADC read/write, etc. EcoMAC
occupies 1420 bytes, and this shows that we can indeed keep
the node complexity very low. This code size is very small
comparing with other MAC protocol such as B-MAC [20], SMAC, X-MAC, TDMA, etc [21], as shown in Fig. 14. Some
of them are implemented on top of TinyOS, and the whole
code size with TinyOS is about 17  19 Kbytes, which is

From above experimental results, we can see two major
bottlenecks: handoff waiting time and packets retransmission.
The average waiting time for handoff response increases as
several nodes in the same PAN move together. Due to the
fact that nodes in the same PAN interfere with each other if
they broadcast simultaneously, the Lookup Server forces those
nodes to serialize handoff. Serialization may be inefficient, and
one possible solution is cluster handoff, where one representative node interacts with the gateways on behalf of a cluster
of nodes that experience similar RF conditions.
The most time-consuming operation during the handoff
process is the broadcasting of N packets on the control channel
for testing link quality. To reduce the total handoff overhead, if
several nodes need to perform handoff concurrently, then the
cluster-handoff scheme will allow only one node per cluster
to broadcast at a time. After the Lookup Server determines
the new gateway of that node, it will notify all nodes in that
cluster to switch to the private channel of the new gateway.
It also notifies the original gateway to remove those nodes
in that cluster from its PAN and notifies the new gateway to
add those nodes into its PAN. By the cluster-handoff scheme,
those nodes in the same cluster can switch to a new gateway
concurrently in a short time without taking much time to
broadcast serially. However, this scheme has to absorb the risk
of unsuitable assignments of gateway to nodes in these cases,
since other nodes have not broadcast packets for measuring
link quality.
Figs. 9 and 11 show that throughput and handoff time are
very sensitive to packets loss. The reason is that the current
Eco hardware does not support auto retransmission and auto
acknowledgment. Software implementation of retransmission
incurs extra 12 ms delay each time. With hardware-supported
auto retransmission (in the next generation Eco nodes, being
prototyped right now), retransmission time can be cut down
to 250 µs, or 48 times faster than our current software
implementation.

VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We present EcoPlex for enabling ultra-compact Eco nodes to
participate in full-featured ZigBee networks. The infrastructure
support for virtual identity and roaming empowers these
resource-constrained but highly wearable nodes to contribute
to a variety of sensing applications and leverage rich collections of tools without burdening them with complexity due to
generality. We believe that horizontal interopreability between
different wireless PAN technologies (ZigBee, Bluetooth, ZWave) is becoming increasingly important, as no one standard
clearly dominates another in all areas. This effort is orthogonal
to vertical interoperability with TCP/IP already done for most
tiered network structures. What we have demonstrated with
ZigBee and Eco is that not only is horizontal interoperability
feasible but it can also work efficiently.
Future work includes localization, interoperability with additional wireless PAN protocols, and cluster handoff. First,
we do not currently know the actual location of the nodes
or even the gateways themselves. By knowing their locations
or physical layout, it may be possible to more accurately
estimate the best choice of gateway to handle a given node. We
have demonstrated the ideas for very simple Eco nodes and
mid-complexity ZigBee networks. We expect other network
standards to present similar issues. Cluster handoff seems to be
one feature that will overcome a major bottleneck that cannot
be addressed by hardware upgrade alone, but its effectiveness
has not been demonstrated. Finally, we are applying this
system to several real-world applications involving mobile
subjects.
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